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Turning Hard Times into Good Times
Tuesday at 12 Noon Pacific
September 27th 2016:Trumped! A Nation On The Brink Of
Ruin and How to Bring It Back
David Stockman and Michael Oliver return. James Anderson
visits for the first time. Parasites who inhabit Wall St. and
Washington and dominate the air waves are destroying what’s
left of free market capitalism by disallowing price discovery of
capital by suppression of interest rates. A massive
redistribution of wealth from those who produce it—the
miners, manufacturers, farmers and inventors who live in “flyover” country—are mad as hell and they aren’t going to take it
anymore. Enter Donald Trump to the rescue. But does the
Donald have the answers that can restore wealth creation
through fre
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Featured Guests
David Stockman
Mr. Stockman was formerly a senior managing director of The Blackstone Group. Prior
to joining Blackstone, Mr. Stockman was a managing director at Salomon Brothers,
Inc. He served as the director of the Office of Management and Budget in the Reagan
administration from 1981 to August 1985 and was the youngest Cabinet member of
the twentieth century. From 1976 to 1981, Mr. Stockman represented Michigan in the
House of Representatives. He is the author of several books, including his recent book
“Trumped! A Nation on the Brink of Ruin... And How to Bring It Back.”
Read more

James Anderson
James will be responsible for all aspects of the daily management of the company. He
will also be in charge of presenting the company's story to both individual and
institutional investors. Additionally, he will lead the company's ongoing efforts to secure
the financing necessary to continue to grow shareholder value through the discovery of
mineral wealth. A graduate of the University of Alberta, James spent 19 years as an
investment banker, then manager, with several boutique-sized Canadian investment
firms including First Canada Capital Partners, Research Capital, and Majendie
Securities. James has spent much of his career providing investment advice to clients
who were directly involve
Read more

J. Michael Oliver
J. Michael Oliver entered the financial services industry in 1975 on the Futures side,
joining E.F. Hutton’s International Commodity Division, NYC. He studied under David
Johnson, head of Hutton’s Commodity Division and Chairman of the COMEX. In the
1980’s Oliver began to develop his own momentum-based method of technical
analysis. In 1987 Oliver, along with his futures client accounts (Oliver had trading POA)
technically anticipated and captured the Crash. Oliver began to realize that his
emergent momentum-structural-based tools should be further developed into a full
analytic methodology. In 1992 he was asked by the Financial VP and head of Wachovia
Bank’s Trust Department to provi
Read more
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